MINUTES MultiLepton/DiBoson meeting 08/09/10

Present: Andrea, Arabella, Christophe, Claude, Clementine, Damir, Ivica, Roko, Stephanie, Roberto
Supporting material: Roberto's slide 

---> Framework schema/boxes (slide 1)

- Discussion how to implement the relative efficiencies of  filters to take care of the corrected numbers of events during the data reduction process.
- It was agreed to produced the skim using CRAB 273 so it is possible to fix the number of luminosity section in each run (the efficiencies computation will be simpler) 
- It was agreed to create CMSSW classes if we need to add more and specific information to our the reduced tree (e.g. some new iso/ID/vertex), the classes will be like the ones in the HZZ4l code. 
Roko will start to implement the isolation code.
- Andrea provided a C++ class to read the JSON file information and to select a tree level the good RUN/LS information 

---> Skim/DataReduction (slide 3)

- It was agreed to run over both EG and MU SD without any trigger requirements, this will creates 2 skimmed data sample with duplicates in (see slide 8 Roberto's slides: about 8% are the fraction of duplicate events (see slides 8 where a small test has been perform)
- It needs to create an extra layer before the tree production to merge the two skimmed data samples 
- It was agreed on the current definition of 3 paths: 1lepton/2leptons/3leptons  (slide 5,6 the rate seams reasonable) 
- It was agreed to have just one skimmed data sample for each SD that contains the OR of the 3 paths.
In the future, if it is needed, it is simple to split the skimmed datasample in different outputs (eg. one output with the 1leptonOR2leptonsOR3leptons and another one with just 3leptons)
- Roberto will produce the first skimmed data sample from the EG and MU SD 

---> Miscellaneous
-- It needs to label skimmed events at tree level (1lepton/2leptons/3leptons) 

Next meeting will be wednesday the 15th of September at 11h,  during the Bodrum CMS physics week


